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AS old CJ’s documentary continues
tonight, I am reminded of the best
moment in that other RTE document-
ary ������ ����, made a couple of
years back.

Haughey, old now, is laying into a
few of his contemporaries on the
political scene of the ’60s when he
comes out with what you imagine he
thinks is the most disparaging remark
he can make.

“I mean, some of them wore mohair
suits. Mohair suits!" he growls, looking
ready to choke the cameraman.

What brings this scene to mind is
the annual publication of the
Taoiseach’s cosmetics bill. It was
revealed recently that Bertie now
spends €550 a week on looking
good.

Most male politicians wear mascara
for TV appearances, but an image
consultant says that our leader also
wears it in public to help him appear
younger, fitter, healthier and cool
under pressure.

When I was a student, this sort of
thing would have had me fuming. My
class was very pro-active politically.
There was a very simple reason for
this and her name was Laura.

Nearly all the young men in my
class were, ideologically speaking,
behind Laura. If there was going to be
protest, we would all ask: “Will Laura
be there?” and if the answer was in the
affirmative, we’d be there. What hold
did Laura have over us? She had very
big opinions.

Since my student days, however,
I’ve become more cynical and less
politically au fait. Laura is no longer
around and the last anyone saw of her
was just before she chained herself to
a US military plane at Shannon (tip: if
you are going to chain yourself to
something that is about to take off at
300mph it is best not to be inconspicu-
ous about it).

Also during my time at journalism
school, in an example of hi-jinks, we
would sometimes indulge in the
infamous student practice of inserting
a certain phrase into essays or
assignments for certain subjects —
‘lime-green vestibules’, ‘complete and
utter b*****x’ and ‘slow-motion release
method’ are a few examples.

One week, our mission in a politics
assignment was to insert the phrase
‘rampant homosexuality’ into an essay
entitled: “Power tends to corrupt, and
absolute power corrupts absolutely.
Discuss.” (I’ve never truly understood
that saying; it seems to me self-justify-
ing, like: Detergent tends to wash, and
great detergent washes great.)

I won the competition by beginning
the essay: “Rampant homosexual-
ity...”, but I forget the context now.

The important thing here though, is
not that I won that competition (the
prize was a large sculpture of soap),
nor the title of that essay, but its
contents.

You see, this week, for a change, I
was going to write a hard-hitting article

on the world of politics, vis a vis the
make-up issue. The reason I was
going to do this was because I thought
I would be able to find that essay and
(minus the ‘rampant homosexuality’
bit) reprint it almost in its entirety here,
as it was a revealing exposé on the
cult of leadership.

Sometimes us journalists do things
like this (keep it under your hat): We
get stuff we have written before
elsewhere, tailor its conclusions to
something newsworthy and pass it off
as another topical thinkpiece.

The problem: I couldn’t find the
essay anywhere. This means I have to
think up those opinions again and in
some cases even think up whole new
opinions, which I’m sure you can
sympathise, is very inconvenient for a
busy newspaperman like myself.

So finding myself thus unopinion-
ated, and with around 300 words left to
fill out the rest of this article, I decided
to look east.

The political leader of Indonesia is
Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono. Now Mr
Yudhoyono is not a good-looking man
by any means, but he has done
something that heads of state and
prime ministers in the rest of the world
would be too afraid to do. When he
reaches for his pocket, it is not for a
compact, but for his mobile phone.
That’s right, he has publicised his
mobile phone number so anyone in
the country can call him up or text
him.

Wouldn’t it be nice to have a leader
who cares more about what his people
are thinking than his appearance?
Wouldn’t it be better if that leader was
discussing CAP reform with a caller
from Monaghan, rather than powder-
ing his nose? Wouldn’t Max Factor be
a good name for a high-ranking
politician?

But seriously, we may not have
Bertie’s personal phone number, but in
the back of every phonebook in every
house in this country there is a
telephone number to the Taoiseach’s
o ff i c e .

And I think it’s time I woke myself
from my political slumber, wiped the
cobwebs of apathy from my eyes and
picked up the phoneline of investigat-
ive journalism.

I promise to try to reach someone at
his office who can talk about the real
issues, so I can write some hard-
hitting articles in the future about
important things like childcare, bar/
café licences, the EU Constitution or,
perhaps, the lesser-known, but still
vitally important issue of exploding
Lebanese squirrels.

Sorry, I need more soap.

Robert O’Shea
ponders Bertie’s

make-up bill and
exploding squirrels

(don’t ask!)

from sky Image is nothing,
text is everything

bombed Air India flight 20 years on

DEBRIS: Part of the Air India 747 fuselage is retrieved at Cork Harbour.

TOMORROW: Emergency services personnel who were
involved in the recovery and subsequent identification of

the victims share their recollections

Traumatised family members began to
arrive in Cork a few days after the dis-
a s t e r.

It was at this time that the first hints of
the bond that was to be forged made
themselves known, with more than 60
local families offering accommodation to
next-of-kin and those involved in the re-
covery effort.

The first body was identified on June
26, but it was not until August that all 131
of those recovered were accounted for.

In June 1986, the bond between Cork
and the still-grieving relatives was ce-
mented by the unveiling of the crash
memorial just outside the west Cork vil-
lage of Ahakista.

Unveiled to mark the first anniversary
of the disaster, the sundial and plaque
bearing the names of all the victims was
located there because it marked the
nearest coastal point to the position
where the jet came down.

Politicians and officials from Ireland,
India and Canada, and religious repres-
entatives were on hand for the unveiling,
along with 120 relatives of those who lost
their lives.

Since then, deep friendships have
formed between the relatives and the

people of Ahakista, with some families
returning to the site every year to mark
the anniversary of the loss of their loved
o n e s.

A crowd of approximately 1,000 is ex-
pected to converge on Ahakista for the
20th anniversary ceremony on Thursday,
which will be attended by President Mary
McAleese, Taoiseach Bertie Ahern, Cana-
dian Ambassador Mark Moher, Ambas-
sador Kumar of India and the Prime
Minister of Canada, Paul Martin, as well
as local dignitaries, religious represent-
atives, and more than 250 relatives.

The ceremony will get underway before
8am with a minute’s silence to be held at
8.13am, to mark the moment when the
bomb detonated and the jet came down.

Throughout this week, the Evening
E ch o will focus on different aspects of the
disaster and its aftermath, talking to
emergency services who went to the aid
of the stricken aircraft in the hope of
rescuing survivors, the people who
worked under incredibly difficult cir-
cumstances in the days and weeks after
the crash, family members still mourn-
ing the loss of their loved ones, and to the
people of Ahakista, who have shared the
pain of the relatives through the years.


